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Introduction 

Radiotherapy (RT), which plays an important role in 

the traetment of Hodgkin's lymphoma (HL), has 

complications related with technique,  dose and 

irradiated volume (1). 

In HL, bilateral hilar lymhatic regions should always 

be included in mediastinal RT volume according to 

the recommendations related to “Involved Field 

Radiotherapy” (IFRT). Therefore, bilateral lung 

tissue constitute inhomogeneity together with 

trachea, main bronchi and mediastinal soft tissue in 

mediastinal RT. Heart is exposed to a significant 

portion of the targeted dose in various extent since it 

is located partially within the RT field.  

 

 

Thus, mediastinal RT volume in patients with HL is 

considered to be an appropriate region for the 

comparison of pencil beam (PB) and 

convolution/superposition (CS) algorithms. Despite 

the development of quicker and more sensitive novel 

diagnostic techniques, their complexity and high 

cost have limited their use in many poor-resource 

countries.  

Due to the rapidly growing TB problem in these 

countries, there is an urgent need to assess promising 

alternative methodologies in settings with high 

disease prevalence (6). 

 

Abstract 

Objective:  This study aimed to compare pencil beam (PB) and convolution superposition (CS) dose 

calculation algorithms with respect to cardiac dose-volume parameters V5, V25, V30 and MHD (median heart 

dose) in Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) patients who received mediastinal radiotherapy (RT). 

Material and Methods:  Ten eligible cases with the diagnosis of HL who completed mediastinal RT at Dokuz 

Eylül University Department of Radiation Oncology before 01.01.2011 formed the study population.  Related 

3D conformal RT treatment plans were obtained from the Treatment Planning System (TPS) (Nucletron 

Oncentra Master Plan Version 3.3 SP3 program). Calculations were done for 6 and 18 MV-X beam energy, 

respectively by using PB and CS algorithms in the TPS. Two algorithms were compared in terms of cardiac 

dose-volume parameters (V5, V25, V30 and MHD). 

Results: Mean relative difference for both V25 and V30 was found to be significantly higher in favor of PB 

algorithm in both 6 MV-X and 18 MV-X photon energy.  Mean relative differences were 1.75% (p=0.012) and 

6.76% (p=0.028) for the V25 and V30 parameters, respectively in 6 MV-X and 3.25% (p=0.021) and 13.95% 

(p=0.007) for the V25 and V30 parameters, respectively in 18 MV-X energy. 

Conclusion:  When PB algorithm is used in RT treatment planning of HL patients for the mediastinal region 

where tissue inhomogeneity is relatively high, heart V25 and V30 parameters were shown to result in higher 

values compared to CS algorithm in our study.  It is more appropriate to prefer CS algorithm instead of  PB 

algorithm since it increases accuracy of calculations in the treatment planning of mediastinal RT. 
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In this study, we aimed to examine the relationships 

between EZN, culture and PCR and to investigate 

whether an algorithm has been used in the 

administration of these methods. 

Material and Methods 

Ten eligible cases with the diagnosis of HL who 

completed mediastinal RT at Dokuz Eylül 

University Department of Radiation Oncology 

before 01.01.2011 formed the study population.  

Related 3D conformal RT treatment plans were 

obtained from the Treatment Planning System (TPS) 

(Nucletron Oncentra Master Plan Version 3.3 SP3 

program). Selection criteria were; being diagnosed 

as HL, at least 1/3 of the heart being included in the 

mediastinal RT field (mantle, modified mantle, only 

mediastinum + bilateral hilar regions), 3-

dimensional conformal treatment plan being 

performed in Nucletron Oncentra computed TPS, 

being treated to a dose of at least 30 Gy. PTV and 

OAR (Organ at Risk) delineation were performed 

according to our institution's protocols on the 

Oncentra MasterPlan image registration module, 

with CT slice intervals of 5 mm acquired under 

normal respiration conditions in the CT-simulator.  

Calculations were redone for 6 and 18 MV-X beam 

energy, respectively by using PB and CS algorithms 

in the TPS.  For each patient’s treatment plan, all 

plan elements (beam angles, beam energies, beam 

weights, etc.) were the same in both calculations 

using two different algorithms. The same reference 

isodose was chosen for each treatment plan formed 

with the same beam energy using PB and CS 

algorithm.  Under these conditions, V5, V25, V30 

and median heart dose (MHD) ) values were 

obtained from DVHs.  

Two algorithms were compared in terms of cardiac 

dose-volume parameters (V5, V25, V30 and median 

heart dose (MHD) ). Statistical analysis was 

performed using SPSS 15.0 program. Since the 

number of patients was below 30, a non-parametric 

test had to be used. Also, the Wilcoxon signed rank 

test was preferred due to the comparison of two 

related data. For statistical significance, the p value 

was accepted to be smaller than 0.05. 

Results 

V5, V25, V30 and MHD parameters were 

documented at the end of calculations done for 

different algorithms on the plans of the cases.The 

results related to dose-volume parameters of cases 

are given for 6 MV-X and 18 MV-X  in Table 1 and 

Table 2,  respectively.According to the data given in 

Table 1 and 2, mean V25, V30 and MHD values are 

higher in PB algorithm, while mean V5 parameter is 

higher in CS algorithm for both 6 MV-X  and 18 

MV-X energy.Statistical analysis results of the 

comparison of PB and CS algorithm is demonstrated 

in Table 3. As it can be seen from the results related 

to 6 MV-X energy in Table 3, only V25 and V30 

showed statistically significantly higher values in PB 

algorithm compared to CS algorithm (p=0.012 and 

p=0.028, respectively). As for 18 MV-X energy, 

again only V25 and V30 showed statistically 

significantly higher values in PB algorithm 

compared to CS algorithm (p=0.021 and p=0.007, 

respectively). 

Discussion 

Since it affects the long term survival, the 

importance of reducing the late cardiac side effects 

of RT is clear. In RT treatment planning, it becomes 

more important to calculate cardiac dose-volume 

parameters accurately for the prediction of cardiac 

toxicity. RT parameters that define the risk of a 

cardiac event are dose and irradiated volume (1, 2)In 

order to minimize cardiac mortality, Dabaja et al.  

used V5 and V30 parameters in their RT technique 

developed to reduce heart and breast doses in 

mediastinal RT of HL patients (3). During 

implementation of RT in patients with mediastinal 

HL, Ghalibafian et al. took into account V30 as well 

as MHD in intensity modulated RT (IMRT) applied  

for the protection of heart and coronary arteries (4). 

Similarly, Girinsky et al. used V30 and MHD 

parameters in a study comparing IMRT, 3-D 

conformal RT and conventional RT in HL patients 

with mediastinal involvement (5). Ung et al. used 

V25 parameter for the heart volume remaining 

within the RT field during chest wall irradiation in 

breast cancer patients who had mastectomy (6). 

There is not any study performed in HL patients 

treated with mediastinal RT which compares PB and 

CS algorithms in terms of cardiac dose-volume 

parameters. In our study, PB and CS algorithms 

were compared using heart V5, V25, V30 and MHD 

parameters in this group of patients.  

Scholz et al. showed that the mean PTV dose was 

calculated as 8% and 1.5% higher with PB algorithm 

in the lung and head-neck tissue in which 

inhomogeneity is evident (7).In the study of 

Vanderstraeten et.al., the mean relative difference 

between the PB and CS algorithms using 6 MV-X 

energy was found as -2.4% (p=0.030) for lung V30 

parameter, -1.0% (p=0.008) for heart D33 parameter 

and -2.04% (p=0.105) for heart Dmax parameter, 

values being higher with PB algorithm compared to 

CS algorithm (8). In the same study, the mean 

relative difference between the PB and CS 

algorithms using 18 MV-X photon energy was found 

as -0.06 % (p=0.999) for lung V30 parameter, -

0.77 % (p=0.006) for heart D33 parameter, and -

1.17 % (p=0.348) for heart Dmax parameter values 

being higher with PB algorithm compared to CS 

algorithm (8).  
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Table 1. Minimum, maximum and mean ± standard error values of V5, V25, V30 and HD parameters in 

the formed plans by using PB and CS algorithms for 6 MV-X photon energy 

 

 6 MV-X 

 V5 (%) V25 (%) V30 (%) MHD (cGy) 

 PB CS PB CS PB CS PB CS 

Mean  83.90 84.48 57.10 56.10 36.37 33.91 2443.70 2387.70 

Std. E. 3,78 3,89 6,55 6,61 9,67 9,94 215.75 194.14 

Min 65.58 64.94 38.38 37.21 12,43 12,29 1327.00 1379.00 

Max. 100 100 100.00 100.00 98.93 98.93 3500.00 3181.00 

Mean, Std. E: standard error, Min: minimum, Max:    maximum, V5: percent (%) value of heart volume receiving at least 5 Gy 

radiation dose, V25: percent (%) value of heart volume receiving at least 25 Gy radiation dose, V30: percent (%) value of heart 

volume receiving at least 30 Gy radiation dose, MHD: Median heart dose, PB: pencil beam, CS: convolution/superposition 

 

Table 2. Minimum, maximum and mean ± standard error values of V5, V25, V30 and MHD parameters 

in the formed plans by using PB and CS algorithms for 18 MV-X photon energy 

 

 18 MV-X 

 V5 (%) V25 (%) V30 (%) MHD (cGy) 

  PB  CS  PB   CS PB  CS  PB  CS  

Mean 84.22 84.67 58.04 56.15 38.70 33.30 2463.70 2444.60 

Std. E. 4,03 3,79 6,98 6,61 9,41 9,73 213.63 203.81 

Min. 65.58 65.58 38.43 35.86 11,83 7,10 1380.00 1443.00 

Max. 100 100 100.00 100.00 93.40 94.83 3578.00 3490.00 
Mean, Std. E: standard error, Min: minimum, Max: maximum, V5: percent (%) value of heart volume receiving at least 5 Gy 

radiation dose, V25: percent (%) value of heart volume receiving at least 25 Gy radiation dose, V30: percent (%) value of heart 

volume receiving at least 30 Gy radiation dose, MHD: Median heart dose, PB: pencil beam, convolution/superposition 

 

Table 3. Comparison results of PB and CS algorithms in terms of cardiac dose-volume parameters by 

using Wilcoxon signed rank test (p<0.05 shows statistically significant differences). 

 

 6 MV-X 18 MV-X 

  Mean Values Mean      p  Mean Values Mean        P 

   Relative     Relative        

   Difference    Difference  

  PB  CS      PB  CS      

V5 (%) 83,90 84,48   0.01%     0.173 84,22 84,67   0.01% 0.213 

V25  (%) 57.10 56.10 - 1.75% 0.012 58.04 56.15 - 3.25% 0.021 

V30  (%) 36.37 33.91 - 6.76% 0.028 38.70 33.30 - 13.95% 0.007 

MHD 

(cGy) 

2443.7 2387.0 - 2.32%     0.169 

 

2463.7 2444.6 - 0.01% 0.241 

V5: percent (%) value of heart volume receiving at least 5 Gy radiation dose, V25: percent (%) value of heart volume receiving at 

least 25 Gy radiation dose, V30: percent (%) value of heart volume receiving at least 30 Gy radiation dose, MHD: Median heart 

dose, PB: pencil beam, CS: convolution/superposition, Mean Relative Difference: CS value – PB value / PB value x 100 
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Also in our study, significant differences were 

observed in favor of PB for heart V25 and V30 for 6 

MV-X and 18 MV-X energy. Although the cardiac 

parameters used in our study is different than in 

Vanderstraeten et.al.’s study, they are in accordance 

with the results of that study.  

The mean relative difference between PB and CS 

algorithms in terms of heart V25 and V30 was 

higher for 18 MV-X than the difference for 6 MV-X 

energy. This can be explained as follows: Since CS 

algorithm takes into account the effect of secondary 

electron scattering on dose distribution depending on 

the tissue density, it is able to calculate the dose 

distribution on the mediastinum-lung tissue interface 

more accurately compared to PB algorithm. As 

energy level increases, the effect of electron 

scattering becomes more evident 

Since CS algorithm is close to Monte Carlo 

algorithm with regard to sensitivity in calculation 

and requires shoter calculation time than Monte 

Carlo algorithm, it can be said that CS algorithm has 

the balance of speed and accuracy. 

 

Conclusion 

In our study, cardiac dose-volume parameters (V25 

and V30) were found to have significantly higher 

values in favor of PB algorithm. It was observed that 

these differences were more apparent for 18 MV-X 

than for 6 MV-X energy. These results are similar to 

the results obtained by Vanderstraeten et. al. who 

used different cardiac dose-volume parameters from 

our study. 

The sensitivity of CS algorithm is close to Monte 

Carlo algorithm and calculation time is shorter. 

Moreover, in our study, the difference detected 

between PB and CS algorithms is statistically 

significant. Therefore, it is more suitable to use CS 

algorithm instead of PB algorithm in order to 

increase the accuracy of calculated dose distribution 

in HL patients who receive mediastinal RT, 

similarly to head-neck and lung cancer patients who 

have particularly evident tissue inhomogeneity 

within their RT fields.  
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